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Auxiliary contactor 24VDC 6NO+2NC S00
3RH2262-2BB40

Siemens
3RH2262-2BB40
4011209848672 EAN/GTIN

38,14 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Auxiliary contactor 24VDC 6S+2Ö S00 3RH2262-2BB40 Rated control supply voltage Us at DC 24...24V, type of voltage for actuation DC, rated operational current Ie, 400 V
3A, connection type auxiliary circuit spring-loaded connection, number of auxiliary contacts as NC contact 2, number of auxiliary contacts as NO contact 6, number of auxiliary
contacts as NC contacts, delayed switching 0, number of auxiliary contacts as NO contacts, leading 0, number of auxiliary contacts as changeover contacts 0, contactor relay,
6 NO + 2 NC, 24 V DC, size S00, spring-loaded connection, non-detachable auxiliary switch, contactor relay for SUVA applications SIRIUS 3RH2 for switching the control
signals in the control circuit. The SIRIUS 3RH2 contactor relays have standard-compliant connection designations and reliable and time-saving connection technology. Output
multiplication enables the simultaneous switching of several auxiliary circuits. All contacts are also available as SUVA versions with positive guidance for safety applications.
The contactor relays are climate-proof, have high contact reliability and are suitable for worldwide use thanks to the appropriate approvals (eg IEC and UL/CSA). They are
available with AC or DC operation and are available with screw or spring-loaded technology. The basic design of the auxiliary contactors has 4 poles and can be expanded to 8
poles by snapping on auxiliary switch blocks. The extensive range of accessories for the 3RT2 contactors for sizes S00 to S3 can also be used for the 3RH2 contactor relays.
The 3RH2 contactor relays replace the proven 3RH1 series. Simple, efficient, always up-to-date - the SIRIUS modular system.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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